Antivortices in ferromagnetic thin-film elements are in-plane magnetization configurations with a core pointing perpendicular to the plane. By using micromagnetic simulations, we find that magnetic antivortices gyrate on elliptical orbits similar to magnetic vortices when they are excited by alternating magnetic fields or by spin-polarized currents. The phase between high-frequency excitation and antivortex gyration is investigated. In case of excitation by spin-polarized currents the phase is determined by the polarization of the antivortex, while for excitation by magnetic fields the phase depends on the polarization as well as on the in-plane magnetization. Simultaneous excitation by a current and a magnetic field can lead to a maximum enhancement or to an entire suppression of the amplitude of the core gyration, depending on the angle between excitation and in-plane magnetization. This variation of the amplitude can be used to experimentally distinguish between spin-torque and Oersted-field driven motion of an antivortex core.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic vortices and antivortices exist in ferromagnetic thin-film elements, where the interplay of demagnetization and exchange energy forces the magnetization out of plane to form a core in the centers.
1,2 The orientation of the vortex or antivortex core, denoted as the polarization p, is highly interesting for technical applications, e.g. magnetic memory devices, as it can be binary-coded. 3, 4 Magnetic vortices have been studied intensively in the last years.
It has been shown that a vortex core is deflected from its equilibrium position when excited by magnetic fields or spin-polarized currents. 5, 6 The deflection causes a magnetic stray field which in turn exerts a force on the core. 7, 8 The resulting gyroscopic motion can be described by a damped two-dimensional harmonic oscillator.
9
The dynamics of magnetic antivortices has hithertofore not been studied as intensively as magnetic vortex dynamics. Antivortices appear, e.g., in cross-tie domain walls and individual antivortices have been found in clover-shaped samples. Here we investigate the dynamics of antivortex cores, i.e. sense, phase, and amplitude of gyration, and compare them to the dynamics of magnetic vortices. We show that the direction of the in-plane magnetization around the (anti-)vortex core determines the phase between the exciting alternating magnetic field and the deflection of the (anti-)vortex core. For spinpolarized alternating currents the direction of the in-plane magnetization has no effect on the phase. Both micromagnetic simulations and an analytical model show that simultaneous excitation by magnetic fields and spin-polarized currents can lead to an enhancement or to an entire suppression of the antivortex core displacement.
To classify vortices and antivortices the in-plane magnetization can be described by the between the angular coordinate of the local in-plane magnetization φ and the angle β in real space with respect to the center of the (anti-)vortex core, as shown in Fig. 1 . The angles φ and β follow the mathematical sense of rotation. For a vortex n = 1 so that the in-plane magnetization turns in the same direction as the angle in real space with a constant difference φ 0 between φ and β. For vortices, the angle φ 0 is independent of the choice of the axis to which β and φ are measured. Thus for vortices φ 0 is an intrinsic quantity which can be expressed by the chirality c as φ 0 = cπ/2. In standard geometries and ferromagnetic materials stable vortices can only possess the chiralities c = 1 or c = −1. They can be mapped onto each other by mirroring the sample. In case of an antivortex n = −1. This means that the in-plane magnetization turns opposite to the angle in real space. Though for antivortices the angle φ 0 is generally not conserved, because rotations of the sample lead to different values, we define a quantity c = 2φ 0 /π for antivortices with respect to a distinct axis. 28 Antivortices exhibit values c in the interval (−2, 2]. A rotation of the antivortex by an anlge of Θ leads to a change of the c-value of c = 2Θ. This is due to the two-fold symmetry of the in-plane magnetization of an antivortex.
II. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
To simulate magnetic-field induced antivortex dynamics the OOMMF 18 code sped up by higher order Runge-Kutta algorithms is used. The extended code includes the spin-torque terms in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation as given by Zhang and Li 19, 20 ,
In this equation
, where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α the Gilbert damping, and ξ the ratio between exchange and spin-flip relaxation time. The coupling between local current j and magnetization M is represented by b 
III. EXCITATION BY MAGNETIC FIELD AND SPIN-POLARIZED CURRENT
The eigenfrequencies of vortex and antivortex are determined by exciting the core with a current. The free relaxation of the magnetization yields the free frequency ω f and damping Γ of the vortex or antivortex. Because the damping is small compared to the free frequency For small current or small magnetic field amplitudes, the simulated displacement of the antivortex is found to increase linearly with increasing excitation amplitude. This is due to the harmonic potential of the domains' stray field for small displacements of the antivortex core. Thus there is a linear restoring force on the antivortex, which has also been found for a vortex.
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To obtain the resonance curve for the amplitude and the phase η of the antivortex core, either sinusoidal currents or magnetic fields of frequencies at, above, and below the resonance frequency ω r are applied. Throughout this paper, the current is applied in x-direction while the magnetic field is applied in y-direction. The resonance curve of a harmonic oscillator 26 with a resonance frequency ω r /2π = 727 MHz and a damping Γ/2π = 6.4 MHz matches very well the numerical data, as shown in Fig. 4 (a,b) . In general the antivortex gyrates on elliptical orbits. The semi-major (semi-minor) axis of the ellipses at frequencies below resonance changes into the semi-minor (semi-major) axis at frequencies above resonance. At resonance the trajectories are circular. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) for a current-driven antivortex with c = 2 and in Fig. 4 (b) for a magnetic-field driven antivortex with c = 0.
For both the semi-major axes point in y-direction at frequencies below and in x-direction at frequencies above resonance.
The phase η is defined by the temporal delay between the maximum of the applied current or field and the maximum core displacement in x-direction. Like for a harmonic oscillator the phase η changes by π when the exciting frequency Ω is increased from values well below to values well above the resonance frequency ω r . This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) for current and in Fig. 4 (b) for magnetic-field excitation.
We numerically simulate the dependence of the phase on the direction of the in-plane magnetization by exciting at resonance antivortices of all possible integer c-values and of both polarizations p = −1 and p = 1. For current excitation for all c-values the antivortex cores are deflected into the physical current direction (η = π). For magnetic field excitation, the phase is found to depend on the direction of the in-plane magnetization as shown in damping (ω r ≫ Γ). The equation for the deflection
is derived from the Thiele equation 8 for excitation with magnetic fields and the extension by Thiaville 7 for spin-polarized currents. A harmonic potential due to the demagnetizing field is assumed. 26 The velocity due to the adiabatic spin-torque term is v j = b j j 0 , the velocity due to the magnetic field v H = γH 0 l/(2π), and the susceptibility of a harmonic
. Equation (3) states that a change of the c-value leads to a rotation of the magnetic force. This in turn causes a dependence of the phase on the in-plane magnetization. For example, a change from c = −1 to c = 1 is equivalent to a rotation of the magnetic force by an angle of π. At resonance Eqn. (3) yields the deflection
The maximum excitation is reached for iΩt = −iπ(
), so that the phase of the antivortex motion that is induced by a magnetic field at resonance reads
For purely current-driven excitation Eqn. (3) gives
Hence the phase induced by a current is η j = π at resonance. This means that for current excitation the phase is independent of the direction of the in-plane magnetization as well as of the polarization. Figure 5 demonstrates that the analytical results agree well with the simulations.
IV. AMPLITUDE VARIATION OF GYRATION
In the following we simulate antivortices that are excited simultaneously by a magnetic field and a spin-polarized current. First the antivortex is excited by a current in x-direction in the absence of a magnetic field. Then the amplitude of a magnetic field in y-direction is tuned until the antivortex core gyration possesses the same amplitude as under current excitation.
In our case the core is excited by a spin-polarized current of amplitude j ·P = 0. or suppression of the core displacement is found, respectively. When both deflections have the same amplitude, the amplitde of gyration can be doubled or completely quenched, as shown in Fig. IV .
Using the addition theorem one can derive from Eqn. (3) the c-dependent amplitude variation
of the antivortex core gyration at resonance. This is a general expression for arbitrary ratios v H /v j between the antivortex core velocities due to current and to magnetic field, for both polarizations and all c-values. The amplitude is plotted in Fig. 6 .
An inhomogeneous current distribution in the direction of the film normal generates a non-zero Oersted field perpendicular to the current. 27 For the experimental proof of a dependence of the amplitude on the direction of the in-plane magnetization, we propose a setup with a clover-shaped sample that is illustrated in Fig. 7 . A similar sample was investigated by Shigeto et al. 10 with magnetic-force microscopy. Excitation by a spin current in x-direction or y-direction through electrical contacts corresponds to a direction of the inplane magnetization for c = 2 and c = 0, respectively. For the polarization p = 1 we expect a suppressed motion when the current is applied in x-direction and an enhanced amplitude when it is applied in y-direction. The variation of the amplitude for c = 0 and c = 2 could be used to determine the ratio between the forces on the antivortex core due to an Oersted field and a current.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated by micromagnetic simulations that antivortices excited by spin-polarized ac currents or magnetic fields gyrate on elliptical orbits. These orbits 
